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The Crocus Project

The Crocus Project is intended for pupils aged eleven to eighteen years of age.

The project is now a perennial activity with schools from all over the world

becoming involved in it every year.  

The Crocus Project is a tangible way to introduce young people to the subject

of the Holocaust and to raise awareness about the dangers of discrimination,

prejudice and bigotry.  The Trust makes available guidelines and information

which may be of assistance to teachers during this activity.  These resources

complement existing material on racism and interculturalism.  The children’s

involvement in planting the bulbs and watching the flowers grow encourages

ongoing learning about the importance of tolerance and respect.

Holocaust Education Trust Ireland provides schools with yellow crocus bulbs to

plant in autumn in memory of the one and a half million Jewish children and

thousands of other children who died in the Holocaust.  The yellow flowers

recall the yellow Stars of David that Jews were forced to wear under Nazi rule.

The Crocus blooms at the end of January or beginning of February, around the

time of international Holocaust Memorial Day (27 January). When people

admire the flowers, the children can explain what they represent.

The Online Crocus Club is a secure online forum, where schools

participating in The Crocus Project can share their experiences

of the project and make new friends at home and

abroad.  There are separate forums for teachers

and students and it is administered by the Trust.

We hope that teachers and students will become

active members of the Online Crocus Club:

www.hetireland.org/crocus/

Online Crocus Club  www.hetireland.org/crocus
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After suffering defeat in the First World War (1914-

1918), Germany was left with many economic and

social problems. Thousands of people were hungry

and out of work. The German people hoped that their

political leaders would solve their problems.  

During the 1930s, the National Socialists, or Nazis as

they became known, said they could solve Germany’s

problems.  They became very popular and formed a

government in 1933.  Their leader was Adolf Hitler.

The period from 1933 until 1945 is often called ‘The

Nazi Era’.

Hitler and the Nazis did not like anyone objecting to

their harsh rules.  They picked on minorities – people

of a different cultural background, religion or

nationality, and those who were weak or vulnerable –

and made their lives particularly difficult.  It suited

the Nazis for these people to become ‘scapegoats’ –

someone else or some group of people to blame.  The

Nazis blamed them for all of Germany’s problems.  

The Nazis’ main target for blame was the Jewish

people.

The Star of David is a Jewish symbol and, in all the

countries where they held power, the Nazis forced

the Jews to wear them on their clothing. This made

the Jews stand out from other people. 

The Nazis’ persecution of the Jews was one of the

most shameful chapters in twentieth century history.
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Polish Boy reproduced by kind permission of Yad Vashem

Theresienstadt Ghetto, Czechoslovakia: A group of children wearing the
Star of David reproduced by kind permission of Yad Vashem

Background to the Holocaust

Online Crocus Club  www.hetireland.org/crocus
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The Nazis sent Jewish families from all over Europe

into concentration camps where millions were killed

or starved to death. Six million Jews were murdered.

One and a half million Jewish children were killed by

the Nazis and thousands of other children were put

to death because the Nazis did not want them to live.

The Nazis also killed Roma/Sinti, people with

disabilities and others because of their nationality,

the colour of their skin, their faith, their sexuality, or

because they opposed the Nazis. 

The murder by the Nazis of millions of European Jews

and others, including those who died from slavery,

disease or starvation, is known as the ‘Holocaust’ or

the ‘Nazi Holocaust’.

It is very important that we never forget this terrible

time in European history between 1933 and 1945.

We must make sure we do not allow anyone or any

group of people to murder or harm others because

we do not like them or do not agree with their views.

Girls in classroom, Kovno Ghetto reproduced by kind permission 
of Yad Vashem

Child in prison clothing, 1945 reproduced by kind permission 
of Yad Vashem

Arriving Jews in front of railway cars reproduced by kind permission of Yad Vashem

Online Crocus Club  www.hetireland.org/crocus
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Sadness and Hope
We plant yellow crocuses in memory of one and a

half million Jewish children and thousands of other

children who died in the Holocaust.  The yellow

colour of the flowers reminds us of the yellow star

the Jews had to wear under Nazi rule.  The flowers

remind us of all of the children who perished.

Hundreds of thousands of children were murdered by

the Nazis, but many survived.  The children who

survived are mostly grandparents today.  They have

passed on their stories to their children and

grandchildren. Their stories must never be forgotten.

We must tell them to our own children.

When the crocuses bloom at the beginning of spring,

we remember the children who died.  But the

beautiful flowers also remind us that, even after the

most terrible events, new life begins again and we can

hope that things will be better than they were before.

The flowers remind us that there is still beauty in the

world and hope for our future.  Planting the flowers is

sad, but it is hopeful too.

Eventually we hope that children from all over the

world will plant yellow crocuses in memory of all of

the children who died in the Holocaust. 
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Jewish family in the Budapest ghetto, 1944 reproduced by kind permission of Yad Vashem

Why we plant yellow crocuses

Hanna Lethrer, Munich

reproduced by kind permission of
Yad Vashem

Crocuses in bloom planted by

pupils in Kilkenny School Project,

Springfields, Kilkenny, Ireland
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Planting crocuses

Crocuses planted in the shape of a Star of David by pupils of St Martin's
Primary School, Garrison, Co. Fermanagh, Northern Ireland

Crocus bulbs are planted in the autumn between

mid-September and mid-November.  Spring comes at

different times in different countries.  It does not

matter too much when the flowers bloom: the

important thing is that they are planted in memory

of the children who died in the Holocaust and that

when the flowers appear, we are reminded about

them.

Garden
Plant crocus bulbs approximately 15cm deep in

good soil.  Water and leave until the flowers

begin to pop up in the spring.

You may wish to mark the crocus garden with

string around the outside.

Some schools have planted the bulbs in the

shape of a Star of David.

Windowboxes or flowerpots
Place some broken pottery or stones in the

bottom of the container.  Fill with rich soil or

compost.  Plant bulbs. Water.  Cover with black

plastic (bin liner) and leave outside.  Otherwise,

place in a cool dark place (shed or garage) until

the end of December. Remove the plastic

covering, check windowbox has not dried out.

Place in front of window. Water when necessary.

The Crocus Project in Rathgar Junior School, Dublin,
Ireland

Friends of the Trust planting windowboxes

Online Crocus Club  www.hetireland.org/crocus
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Charting the Crocus Project with your class

● Keep a Class Journal or a Wall Chart that the class

teacher and children can fill in

● Plant the bulbs

● Write down the names of everyone who planted

the bulbs

● Make a note of the date 

● Take photographs of planting the bulbs

● Note how long it takes for the bulbs to grow.  For

the first ten or twelve weeks nothing will appear

to be happening.  Make a note on the chart that

nothing is happening

● Eventually, the green tips of the crocuses will

begin to show.  Make a note on the chart

● Take photographs of the first shoots appearing

● Yellow buds will appear soon afterwards.  Usually

the crocuses bloom at the end of January or

beginning of February.  Make a note on the chart

when the first blooms appear 

● Take photographs when the flowers bloom

● Count the number of crocuses that bloom each

year

● Keep a visual record of the crocuses –

photographs, video.

Crocuses multiply every year so every year there will

be more and more crocuses.   As more children

become involved in planting the bulbs from all over

the world, the number of flowers increases.

Eventually there will be more than one and a half

million crocuses blooming around the world – in

memory of the children who died in the Holocaust.

Launch of the Online Crocus Club at 
St Martin’s De Porres N.S, Tallaght, Dublin, March 2009.

Online Crocus Club  www.hetireland.org/crocus
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St Columba’s CS, Glenties, Co Donegal Presentation Secondary School, Waterford Melliha School, Malta Senkovec, Croatia

Students in Poland planting crocuses

Scoil Mhuire, Ballymore Eustace, Co Kildare

Luqa Primary School, Malta

Ardscoil Rath Iomghain, 
Rathangan,  Co Kildare

Scoil Naomh Eirc, Ardfert, Co Kerry Students in Poland planting crocusesJohn Shelton School, Coventry, UK

Whitwell Middle School, Tennessee, USA Shimna Integrated College, Northern Ireland, with visitors
from Utrecht, Holland

Students in Israel planting crocuses

Holocaust survivor Tomi Reichental with pupils at St Catherine’s NS, Dublin Ardscoil Rath Iomgháin, Rathangan, Co Kildare

Students in Poland planting crocuses
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These are suggestions for teachers

who may wish to make a link with

the Holocaust and programmes

already in the curriculum in their

countries that deal with

citizenship such as Social,

Personal and Health Education

(SPHE) and Civic, Social and

Political Education (CSPE) in

Ireland.

The Holocaust is a complex subject that

needs to  be handled very carefully.  In Ireland,

teachers may refer to the Guidelines on Intercultural

Education in the Primary School in which topics such

as Identity and Belonging, Similarity and Difference,

Human Rights, Discrimination and Equality are all

addressed.  Approaches and methodologies are

outlined which could integrate lessons about the

Holocaust.  There is also Me, You,

Everyone – Rights and Responsibilities,

part of the Lift Off programme

published by Amnesty

International, INTO and UTU.  The

Holocaust Educational Trust

Ireland encourages teachers to

use guidelines produced in their

own countries to augment the

suggestions on these pages.

During World War 2, children had the same

hopes, fears, dreams and concerns that children have

today.   We are not at war any more but children still

experience the same emotions that children have

always experienced as they are growing up.  Teachers

should be aware that some children in the class may

come from a conflict situation, emphasising the need

for sensitivity.

The world is big enough for all of us and we all have

to learn how wonderful it is to have differences in

our skin colour, in our religious and cultural

traditions, in the way we dress, in the foods we eat

and in our physical and mental abilities.  All of these

differences are called ‘diversity’.  Being aware of this

diversity makes us all richer and more tolerant.

Activities
Make a big circle of everyone in the class.  Join

hands and look at the circle.  Does everyone look

the same or do some look different to others? Is

everyone the same size?  Has everyone the same

colour skin?  The same colour hair? Even though

outward appearances may differ, the students will

notice that everyone is an equal member of the

circle. Does everyone practise the same culture or

religion? Are there any Jewish children in the class?

Do they look any different? Think how big the

circle would be if the whole school joined hands.

Photocopy everyone’s hands in the class or ask

the students to trace their hands and colour them

in. Cut out the ‘hands’. Make a collage in the shape

of a circle with everyone’s hands just touching.

See how similar the hands are, even though size

and colour may be different.

Design an activity to learn about the culture and

traditions of everyone in the class.  Perhaps invite

someone from a different religion or culture to

talk to the class. Explore different traditions,

religious festivals, public holidays, special foods,

traditional dress, songs and folk tales.

Illustrate these diverse traditions in different

ways:  photographs, paintings, collages, music.

Invite other classes to come along to see and hear

what your class has been doing.

Symbols and Symbolic Gestures  

Discussions about the Crocus Project – why are we

planting crocuses? What is the meaning of the

activity? Why is it symbolic? Discuss other symbols

and symbolic gestures.

Embracing Diversity

Tips for teachers
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Stories, Art and Discussions

Some schools encourage pupils to share

their experience of the Crocus Project with

the rest of the school. International

Holocaust Memorial Day is on 27 January every year,

an ideal time for students to show what they have

learned about the Holocaust to other classes.

Perhaps a special reading, or a poem could be recited

at assembly? 

Prompt discussions about prejudice, discrimination

and bullying.  Direct the discussion so the children

realise the importance of tolerance and respect in

their own school, in their lives at home, and in their

own country.  The Holocaust did not start with death

camps, it started with words, taunting and bullying.

Activities
● READING Read one of the many stories about

children of the Holocaust (see book list). Talk

about the story.

Explore feelings, knowledge and ideas. What

must it be like to be made to feel ‘different’

from others?  What must it have been like

to be forced to wear a yellow star?

● REMEMBERING Doing and thinking. When we

think about what we have read or learned or

done (planting) it becomes part of

remembering. In order to remember, we need

to think and we need to do. 

Thinking – about the children who died

Doing – planting the crocus bulbs

Reminding – when the flowers bloom, we

think of the children again, we are reminded

how they died.

● WORDS What sort of words do we need to use

when we consider the Crocus Project?

Consider the list of positive and negative

keywords.  Discuss some of the words.

Design activities that enhance

understanding and illustrate the

words.

Key Words

Positive words

intercultural, acceptance, diversity, inclusion,

ethnic minorities,  integration, friendship,

tolerance, respect, patriotic, democratic, migrants,

refugees, asylum-seekers.

Negative words

Holocaust, racism, antisemitism, prejudice,

discrimination, bigotry, hatred, intolerance,

unpatriotic.

Add more positive words and negative words to the

list.  Discuss their meaning.

Illustrating key words, Rathgar Junior School, Dublin, Ireland.
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Geography
● Look at this map of Europe. This is how Europe

looked in 1930.

● Maps change from time to time as countries

and borders within countries change.

● Where is your own country on the map?

● Where were all the children who died in the

Holocaust?  Which countries did they come

from?  

Activity
● Colour in all the countries that were

occupied by the Nazis in one colour.  Use a

different colour to mark the countries that

were not.

● What colour is your own country?

IRELAND

GREAT
BRITAIN

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

FRANCE

NORWAY

SWEDEN

FINLAND

DENMARK

GERMANY

SWITZERLAND

ITALY

MOROCCO

ALGERIA TUNISIA

TURKEY

SYRIA

TRANS-
JORDAN

(British Mandate)

LAND of
ISRAEL

(British Mandate)

LEBANON
CYPRUS

CRETE

SICILY

SARDINIA

CORSICIA

BALEARIC
ISLANDS

RHODES

GREECE

ALBANIA

YUGOSLAVIA

BULGARIA

ROMANIA

HUNGARY
AUSTRIA

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

POLAND

SOVIET
UNION

LATVIA

ESTONIA

HOLLAND

BELGIUM

North Sea

Baltic Sea

Mediterranean Sea

Black Sea

Aegean Sea

Adriatic Sea

MALTA

Sea of 
Azov

LUXEMBURG

LITHUANIA

Map of Europe, c. 1930 reproduced by kind permission of Yad Vashem

EGYPT
LIBYA
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Timeline

Online Crocus Club  www.hetireland.org/crocus

Here is a timeline from 1933 to 1945

Activity
Draw your own timeline from 1933 when the Nazis came to power through to the end of World War II in

1945.  Add in more information and illustrations to your timeline.

Germany
invades
Poland, 

World War II
begins

1939

Germany
invades

Yugoslavia and
Greece

1941

Nazi
concentration
camps, slave
labour camps

and
extermination
camps at peak

capacity

Warsaw Ghetto
uprising and

destruction of
the Ghetto

1943

February/March
Anne Frank dies

of typhus in
Bergen-Belsen
concentration

camp

8 May 1945
Germany

surrenders, 
World War II

ends

1945

1933
Adolf Hitler
appointed

Chancellor of
Germany

1940
Germany invades Norway,

Belgium, Holland,
Denmark and France.

Establishment of 
Warsaw Ghetto.

1942
Wannsee

Conference

Anne Frank and
her family go
into hiding in

Holland

1944
Deportation of
Hungarian Jews

Anne Frank and
her family

deported to
Auschwitz

Adolf Hitler with cheering crowds

List of countries presented at Wannsee Conference

Hungarian Jews arrive at Auschwitz

American troops liberate Buchenwald

Child workers in the Ghetto
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A secure online forum, administered by HETI, where participating schools can share their experiences of The

Crocus Project, post messages and photographs and make new friends.  Separate forums for teachers and

students. We hope that all schools and students will become active members of the Online Crocus Club.  To

register, log onto:  www.hetireland.org/crocus/ 

The Crocus Project – A guide for teachers

Online Crocus Club

Online Crocus Club  www.hetireland.org/crocus
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There are numerous books written about children and

the Holocaust.  Some are true-life stories and some

are fiction.  Holocaust Education Trust Ireland would

encourage anyone who wishes to read these books

with children to read them first themselves and

decide if they consider them appropriate.  Some are

suitable for reading out loud to the children as a

group in the classroom, others can be enjoyed as a

private read. Generally, for children under twelve

years, we would suggest that stories are read as a

class activity.

Video/DVDs and websites should also be used under

adult supervision.

The story of Anne Frank and her diary still ranks very

high on the list of popular stories about the

Holocaust.

Books listed in the attached booklist are specifically

about the Holocaust.  There are many other books

that deal with interculturalism, persecution and

discrimination.  Teachers and educators will wish to

include stories relevant to the children in their own

countries.  Again, we would urge careful consideration

of all material recommended on this list.

Video/DVD
An excellent 25 minute

video/DVD about Anne Frank

entitled The Short Life of Anne

Frank gives an overview of the

Nazis’ rise to power and the

persecution of European Jews.

It is available from the Anne

Frank Trust UK, Star House,

104-108 Grafton Road,

London NW5 4BD. Tel: 00 44

(0)20 7284 5858. Email:

info@annefrank.org.uk

Films
We would recommend that adults accompany

students under fifteen to all Holocaust films and urge

preparation before, and discussion after, the film. 

Useful websites

There are hundreds of websites about the Holocaust.

They should be vetted by adults before being

recommended to young people.  Adult supervision is

always recommended.

http://www.hetireland.org  

http://remember.org

http://www.yadvashem.org

http://www.iwm.org.uk

http://www.ushmm.org

http://www.holocaustcentre.net

http://www.galiciajewishmuseum.org

http://www.vhf.org USC Shoah Foundation Institute

http://69.8.250.59/homepage_pc.cfm?id=79

Whitwell School – Paper clip project

Books, DVDs and Websites

HOLOCAUST EDUCATIONAL 
TRUST OF IRELAND




